The author replies below:
My article appears to have aroused a number of misinterpretations of my admiration for Conan Doyle and enthusiasm for his works.
Rodin and Ravin, who are both obviously keen scholars of Doyle's literature, criticize that I have provided no evidence that he took cocaine. I am not aware of any 'data' myself, which could confirm or refute any suggestion that Doyle did indulge, and was not attempting to provide such evidence in my article, but rather to point out that the habit was quite widespread in the milieu in which he worked. I would however suggest that for Rodin to quote himself 1 as a definitive statement that no evidence exists, is perhaps not in the best traditions of Holmesian deductive reasoning.
The other points the letters raise must remain open to individual interpretation. It would indeed be arrogant of me, or anybody else, to suggest that we know what influenced the life and literature of a genius such as Conan Doyle, but I am sure he would have encouraged us to study what evidence is available, and to form our own opinions.
My statement that 'Conan Doyle ... propounded the mediocrity of the Holmes stories', should not be misconstrued as saying that he aspired to mediocrity, but rather that he was not boastful about them, and it is well known that he felt much of his other literature to be superior.
The intensity of feeling in both letters is a testament to the warmth and respect Conan Doyle has generated in his followers. Treating burns
We were concerned that a medical practitioner, particularly a person associated with St John, has stated that cold water applied to a burn until there Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine Volume 84 September 1991 571 is no return of pain commonly obviates the need for further management (March 1991 JRSM, p 183) . Dr Hodson supports his view from personal experience of suffering a small but deep burn to expose bone on the dorsum of a finger. Such a burn is also likely to expose tendon; the fact that it took 3 months to heal suggests that it was deep. Although deep burns may heal spontaneously the process is extremely slow and inevitably leaves a permanent scar. Contractures resulting in deformity and loss of movement are common. Moreover, the healed area is fragile and thus readily injured. It is to be remembered that any open wound is susceptible to infection and infection, even of comparatively minor wounds, can sometimes lead to septicaemia and death. If a doctor decides to self-treat conservatively that is a matter for the person concerned but it would appear to be wrong, for instance, to advise a parent to self manage a child with deep burns especially if these happen to be located over functional areas.
However, we agree that it is important that it is widely recognized that cold water is the best form of immediate first aid for the great majority of thermal injuries and have recently published on this subject->, It is stressed that cold water is to be regarded as a first aid to minimize local tissue damage promptly; it is not a substitute for further therapy. If such a simple remedy were universally effective this would surely have been recognized long ago. If true, it would obviate the need for specialist burns units together with much of the painstaking plastic surgery necessary for a substantial proportion of these injuries. J P GOWAR J Von Miinchhausen and his syndrome You recently published a paper of mine on illness proneness <March 1991 JRSM, p 163), in which was a reference to the syndrome so perfectly named after the above raconteur and confabulator, but with the umlaut and the second 'h' omitted. The paper had been
